The Approaches to Culture Theory book series focuses on various aspects of analysis, modelling, and theoretical understanding of culture. Culture theory as a set of complementary theories is seen to include and combine the approaches of different sciences, among them semiotics of culture, archaeology, environmental history, ethnology, cultural ecology, cultural and social anthropology, human geography, sociology and the psychology of culture, folklore, media and communication studies.
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Introduction Halliki Harro-Loit
The Curving Mirror of Time aims to explore the configuration of the 'everyone knows' phenomenon in our daily practices: time, commemoration and news journalism.
In cultural research the notion of time is a recurring phenomenon; temporality, timing and memory is a multilayered field of research. In journalism and media studies time has remained on the periphery of academic attention. Barbie Zelizer notes that the issue of temporality, especially for cultural scholars, was frequently used as a background variable for the shaping of the cultural inquiry of journalism. In addition, numerous scholars tracked the cultural parameters of journalism over time or in a given period (Zelizer 2004, 211-212) .
The notable growth of research into commemorative practices, especially in the 21st century, has influenced journalism studies, although most of the research has concentrated on the question of how journalism uses history and how history is increasingly represented in the media (e. The goal of the present book is to take a step further and shift the focus from the question "when" to "what" and "how". Specifically, what are the temporal structures of news journalism and how do these affect the cultural transformation of society; how does daily news, while providing links between the past and the present, contribute to the construction of collective memory?
The importance of the analysis of media temporality becomes apparent when one recalls the importance of the non-simultaneity of different temporalities for cultural dynamics. As Jan Spurk (2004, 42) points out:
The classic works of social science (Comte or Marx for example) interpret non-simultaneity and, consequently, the coexistence, confrontation and union of different temporalities as the engines of the social dynamic. […] For this reason, we may gain insight about profound social changes by studying the non-simultaneity of different temporalities and changes from one temporality to another.
Bearing this in mind it is worth asking to what extent mediated communication imposes its temporalities on a society, and to what extent the media reflects and frames the social and cultural change and acceleration of social time? In order to answer this question one needs to keep in mind that within the journalistic discourse different temporalities coexist, compete and contribute to the construction of social time and collective memory. Hence, on the one hand the speed of social time, the calendar and collective memory are reflected in daily news flows, while on the other hand the news itself constructs and imposes rhythms of collective life, temporalities and commemorative practices.
In addition, archived newspapers preserve daily tempos and therefore enable us to reconstruct the speed of social time in the past as well as reconstruct the past according to our present standpoints.
Anyone who is used to the constructionism in media studies acknowledges that newspapers are concurrently the conservators and mediators of cultural reality, hence their role in national culture and memory agents becomes obvious. Therefore, the aim of the present book is to provide empirical analysis and evidence about the way newspapers have been fulfilling these functions. Again, explicit and implicit here are mixed. For example, it is easy to perceive the role of news mediums as national fora for discussions and debates about history when a new and untraditional history book is published and the news gives high value to the event. However, systematic empirical analysis is required to reveal for example the cultural change in the discourse of memory politics in daily news flows. Therefore special focus is put on binding empirical analysis to the theoretical and methodological discussions about the temporality of news(paper) culture.
An important concept for this book is 'anniversary journalism' , a theoretical approach that enables the revelation of the connection between news journalism and the national calendar. An inspiring author for this volume has been Eviatar Zerubavel, who in his book Time Maps (2003) developed the idea of socio-mnemonic patterns, the 'mountains and valleys' of commemoration and the annual cycles of commemorative holidays in national calendars. The aim of the first and second articles is to analyse the role of newspapers as memory agents for different memory communities. To begin with, by using content analysis, Halliki Harro-Loit and Anu Pallas provide a 'relief map' of tenses in Estonian dailies in 1989 and 2009 in order to see to what extent the past is newsworthy for its own sake and how much commemoration of the past is simply woven into narratives about the present. To what extent do the newspapers report on the present and to what extent do the texts refer to the future? A diachronic analysis of newspaper texts from different periods of time demonstrates that the temporal focus of newspapers changes over time: in some periods, the past gets remarkably more attention, while in other periods the news timeframe is biased towards current events and the future. The social time in 1989 was slower and more oriented towards the past than in 1994 or 2009. In 2009 again interest in the past has increased although instead of describing the past, the history and the meaning of the past for current policy now receive more attention. HarroLoit and Pallas emphasise the complexity of temporal structures in newspapers in their article and explain how the construction of these temporalities is linked to the specific features of journalistic discourse: news value, genres and information sources.
The Curving Mirror of Time
Valeria Jakobson provides an analysis of the construction of the past in Russian-language newspapers published in Estonia in the 1990s and 2000s. She asks to what extent the news media synchronises the minority's time with national time: how similar or different is the (re-)construction of the past in Estonian daily newspapers, published in Estonian and Russian in 1994 and ? She analyses the intense discussion surrounding the most controversial events of the past, the polyphony of voices and points of view. One more important aspect is the analysis of changes of representation of historical time and space in 1994 and 2009. Jakobson's detailed analysis provides a proof that the 'historical geography' , represented in the Russian minority media, becomes narrower by 2009 and that the representations of the collective memory in the Russian-language media remain controversial.
The third and fourth articles focus on one of the phenomena that makes the news media an important memory agent: anniversary journalism. More precisely, the analysis of the cyclical reporting of past-related anniversaries over longer periods enables the authors to reveal the changes of memory policy. Ene Kõre-saar, Kristiina Müür, and Tiiu Kreegipuu analyse the dynamics of the memory work of the news media when covering historical anniversaries in the Estonian calendar during the Soviet period as well as during the Estonian Republic. The object of this article is the analysis of the reporting of the commemoration of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact (MRP) during the period from 1989 to 2009 (on the 50th, 60th and 70th anniversaries). The Non-Aggression Pact that was signed between Germany and the USSR on 23 August 1939 in Moscow is looked upon as a turning point in the history of the Baltic states as it paved the way for the illegal occupation and annexation of the Baltic states by the USSR. The authors' analysis shows that, in 1989, the year of the 50th anniversary, the commemorative form of the event was still developing and commemoration was mainly directed towards the future. By the 60th anniversary in 1999, commemorative activity is almost entirely directed towards the past -it focused on the MRP as a historical event. By the 70th anniversary the role of journalists has increased and the meaning of the MRP as a historical and political (and not experiential) event becomes rooted. This case study enables the authors to show the links between social remembering and anniversary journalism.
The article written by Marek Miil focuses on the other anniversary that is closely linked to World War II and has a very different meaning to the different memory communities: 22nd of September. During the Soviet era this anniversary was celebrated as the Day of Liberating Tallinn. In 2007 the Estonian Parliament decided to create a new anniversary: Resistance Day to commemorate the Otto Tief Government (Otto Tief tried to re-establish the Estonian Republic in 1944 and held power for one and a half days). Marek Miil presents ways in which newspapers in the 1944−1989 period constructed a political myth by using the narrative of the victorious Red Army and its soldiers as liberators. Miil's case study reveals the changes in Soviet propaganda as well as looking at how the commemoration of certain events changes over the years and how narratives change, both according to the daily needs as well as according to the time that passes as the heroes get older.
The fifth article provides on overview of the visual representation of women in Estonian newspapers and magazines from 1848 to 1940. Within this period Estonian society went through a period of social modernisation, as did the roles of women and journalism. Roosmarii Kurvits carries out a detailed analysis of the changes of framing women in the Estonian press. She shows that in the 19th century, representations of women in the media were driven by enlightening ideas. Estonian readers could see pictures of exotic women, widening Estonian readers' horizons. The representation of people did not distinguish the sexes explicitly. From the beginning of the 20th century, media representations of women were increasingly influenced by consumerism; beauty, sex appeal and youthfulness gained special value. Thus visual representations of women reflected the transformation of Estonian journalism from an enlightening media to a news and commercialised media.
